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Abstract 

Linear-functional structure of JSC „Balticom” realizes the principle of democratic centralism, when preparation and discussion of decisions 
is performed collegially, but decision-taking and responsibility is only in competence of the first director solely. Structure of JSC 
“Balticom” synthesizes features of linear structure (connections of clear subordination, centralization of management in one hand) and 
functional structure (labour division, preparation of qualified decisions). Linear links of subordination are more specific for lower levels 
of the given structure, but the functional ones – for higher levels. 
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1 Introduction 

For successful and competitive cooperation of the enterprise 
in current market, it is necessary to provide yourself with 
qualified personnel, to give necessary skills to the workers, in 
order to have them apply these skills, and to motivate workers. 

Currently dependence of enterprise flourishing is increa-
sing due to effective personnel management. Aim of this 
work is to view functions of personnel forming process. Tasks 
to be solved in work could be these: 

 to view process of personnel politics management in 
enterprise; 

 to characterise personnel planning system; 
 to characterise personnel involvement organising; 
 to characterise personnel system education; 
 to view carrier management system  in the enterprise; 
 to explore theoretically analysed personnel manage-

ment function performance in practice. 

2 View of information source 

Worker forms own behaviour in the organization, trying for 
his or her growing and looking on others’ position. 
 

 
FIGURE 1 Motivation scheme 

In other words, same needs encourage employees' indi-
vidual achievements, but comparison with other achieve-
ments cause stress. This voltage can be constructive if the 
organization identifies the following opportunities for all. 
This tension becomes destructive when such opportunities 
organizations reveals only for some, but closes others. 

Directorship can significantly activate organization’s 
workers, forming growth opportunities in combination with 
comparison of priority parametres. 

Any worker can perform his or her work on the highest 
or the lowest level. The lowest one means not violations, but 
only the minimum rate of return, which does not give 
justifications for directorship to make comments, in 
particular, to apply sanctions. Task for the directorship is to 
somehow motivate the worker to perform the work on the 
highest level or a little higher. 

 
Constructive tension building, that is, some races, open 

opportunities’ promotion realization, motivation to a 
number of staff, imposed on the highest level. What tools 
allow the directorship to realize the similar motivation 
mechanism on the level of every department and worker? 

Diagnostics of JSC “Balticom” shows that the personnel 
and managers know well, what the organization wants from 
them: further aims, priorities, assessment criterias, and 
acceptable limits. Directors know well, what definitely to 
ask from their subordinates and how to present these 
requirements. This happens with a help of commands, 
orders, in oral or written forms, on the meetings, through 
bonuses or penalties. But still, more precise methods of aims’ 
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coordination for directorship-subordination line is needed. 

3 Original part 

6 departments function in JSC „Balticom” company. 
Directorship of the enterprise accepts main decisions and 

performs permanent monitoring of enterprise’s activity, 
follows every department’s activity more specifically, as well 
as interaction between other departments, set tasks for directors 
of every department and follow the performance results. 

To the Commercial department belongs advertising 
manager, who „drives” the product, making it recognizable 
and attractive for potential customer, performs work with 
programmers of Commercial department, who can realize 
ideas in programming. 

Group of sales consultants operate in Commercial 
department, in whose duties include attraction of new clients, 
as well as work with house managers, in order to receive 
access to objects, necessary for working, but the most 
improtant task is consulting of the potential client on the 
topic of possible connection options. There is also concen-
trated centre of advertising ideas’ generation centre, forming 
of new tariffs and everything that can interest potential 
customer with new power. 

Afterwards, when a client has decided and chosen ser-
vice and type of contract, application for the connection is 
drawn up. Created application is forwarded to the Develop-
ment department. 

Development department is divided into two subdivi-
sions. The first subdivision operates with building of opticle 
network, its modernization and formalization of new 
network projecting documents, but the second one – directly 
with providing of JSC „Balticom” services for new clients. 
JSC „Balticom” company has all necessary licenses for 
work performance in accordance with Law of Reublic of 
Latvia and Cabinet of Ministers Regulations. 

After that, when new connection is finished, information 
about new client is given to Subscribers department and 
Technical department. 

Subscribers department operates with invoicing, infor-
mation input in data base about acquired payments from 
clients; consults them about matters of payment and ques-
tions, which are connected with moving to another subscri-
ber price; accepts and registers requests from the clients; 
answers on them, likewise this is one of the components of 
work of Subscribers department. This also includes the work, 

preparing reports for Financial and economic department, as 
well as there is debtors’ list for the „physical deactivation”, 
which afterwards is forwarded to the Technical department. 

Technical department operates with clients’ service oon 
the topic of technical matters. Service happens by telephone 
and via e-mail. In case of technical damages, when technical 
master has to leave to the object, specialists of Technical 
department register and form technical master’s call. Tech-
nical department’s specialist’s duties include: local network 
maintenance in working condition and its modernisation in 
tandem with Development department. Main task of the 
department is damage prevention in the shortest terms by 
telephone, or straightly on the object. Work of the Technical 
department is performed non-stop around the clock. 

Financial-economic department is a „heart” of JSC 
„Balticom” enterprise, which performs necessary calcula-
tions, connected with a work of all company in common and 
with every subunit separately. Costs calculation of the 
enterprise is also in duties of accountancy.  

Household department – its functions consist of: 
 to control and permanently maintain work conditions 

according to requirements of the „Law of work 
safety” in Republic of Latvia; 

 to maintaim in order workplaces of workers, as well 
as to perform everyday laundry on territory of the 
office; 

 to accept in warehouse and to hand out from it 
materials and tools; 

 to perform warehouse accounting. 
After 16 years of successful work in telecommunicatons 

market, JSC „Balticom” company has acquired big expe-
rience in sphere of local networks and plant constructions 
and in sphere of service. As in the enterprise staff there are 
high quality specialists, enterprise offers to clients new 
services to keep pace. 

4 Conclusion 

All personnel management functions in viewed analytical 
part are closely related. For successful enterprise operation 
personnel attraction has to be harmonized with personnel 
politics. 

Balticom enterprise coordinated its strategjc aims with 
its personnel planning and training. Main personnel 
planning task is to expand and improve activity of personnel 
planning. 
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